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Abstract—The everlasting fight between security researchers
and ransomware authors, including cyber criminals who leverage
ransomware to cripple organizations worldwide, has continued
to evolve as novel techniques are used to evade ransomware
detection. The victim not only endures paramount financial loss
from business downtime for several days and/or paying ransom
to regain control of their environment but also becomes at risk
of being exposed to the stolen digital assets out on the Inter-
net. To tackle these threats against ransomware, our research
project aims to identify (1) structural similarities among 2,436
cryptographic Windows ransomware samples per calendar year
between 2017 and 2021 and (2) structural dissimilarities against
3,014 benign applications using machine learning classifiers. We
base our analysis on PE metadata for similarity analysis and
binary classification tasks. With the Cosine Index, we capture
71% – 87.80% and 66% – 82.30% of similarities based on
imports and function names feature spaces, respectively. On the
other hand, after designing four experimental settings, Random
Forest outperforms other applied classifiers by achieving 91.75%,
91.99%, 90.47%, and 91.05% at best for accuracy, precision,
recall, and F1 scores, respectively, for ransomware detection.

Index Terms—Machine Learning, Ransomware, Similarity
Analysis, Static Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Ransomware is a special type of malicious software that
encrypts or locks critical infrastructure or victim machines, in
general, to demand a hefty ransom from them in exchange
for giving back control of the environment. That said, we
can group ransomware into two categories: “cryptographic”
ransomware, encrypting important and sensitive digital assets,
and “locker” ransomware, blocking user access from their de-
vice. In this study, our focus is on cryptographic ransomware,
a.k.a. crypto-ransomware, that attacks especially Microsoft’s
Windows operating system and uses strong cryptographic
libraries for file encryption. It is reported that cryptographic
ransomware attacks are carried out more frequently than locker
ransomware attacks [13], [46].

Although ransomware is not a novel malicious actor, it
has been on the news as headlines since 2016 for the
massive financial damages it causes for both organizations
and individuals [42]. The magnitude of ransomware attacks
has significantly grown over the years due to geopolitical
unrest and the rise of ransomware activist groups globally.
For example, the DarkSide ransomware attack on the colonial
pipeline network (a critical infrastructure system), a company
that supplies about half of the U.S. East Coast’s gasoline, took

place in May 2021. The company has a 5,500-mile pipeline
system with a capacity of carrying 2.5 million barrels of
fuel per day. Because of this ransomware-as-a-service (RaaS)
affiliate program’s attack, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA) announced a state of emergency in
18 U.S. States to tackle the significant fuel shortages. After five
days of investigations on this largest-ever cyber-attack on an
American energy system, the company resumed its operation
by paying US$ 4.4 million worth of bitcoin [7].

Due to the gruesome political agenda and/or financial gain,
small to large organizations are being targeted worldwide,
especially in the USA, and adversaries use innovative ways to
deploy malicious software. For example, the SophosLabs team
reported in the “Sophos 2023 Threat Report” that the Darkside
ransomware abused a clean antivirus utility program while
it was a Google Updater application for Exx ransomware.
Additionally, it is shared that ransomware authors are adapting
new programming languages (e.g., Rust, GoLang, etc.) to build
ransomware to make it easier to compile and run in the victim
machine while developing its capability of executing cross-
platform [55]. For the severity of this frightful situation and
to combat such threat actors, our goal in this paper is to
investigate the prospect of detecting ransomware in terms of
preventive measurements. In other words, we aim to examine
the structural similarities among ransomware and dissimilari-
ties between ransomware and benign applications so that we
can prevent a ransomware attack before it even happens. It is
a static analysis-based approach to detect ransomware: we call
it “Static-RWArmor.”

As an extension of [7] (our prior work), we ask the
following research questions (RQ) in this paper:

RQ1. Do ransomware samples caught in the wild in a
calendar year share similar structural information?

RQ2. Can we discover PE file metadata-based dissimilarities
between ransomware samples and benign applications?

Our proposed answers to the aforementioned research ques-
tions will lead to identifying an unknown or new ransomware
sample without running it in a safe environment. We hope our
work will help security researchers locate ransomware at the
beginning of their life cycle on a victim’s Windows machine
before the irreversible encryption process begins. Aligned with
the research questions mentioned above, we list the main
contributions of our paper as follows:

• We investigate how similar ransomware samples collected
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in the same calendar year are based on the Cosine Index
from 2017 to 2021.

• We build machine learning classifiers to effectively iden-
tify the structural dissimilarities between 2,436 ran-
somware samples and 3,014 benign applications.

Paper Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: Section II describes the background. We discuss the
related academic work in Section III. The methodology, in-
cluding the dataset by which the experiments were conducted,
and the empirical results are presented in Sections IV and
V, respectively. We list the limitations of our study, as well
as future work, in Section VI. Finally, the conclusion of this
work is shared in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

This section describes a few terminologies to understand
our work better.

A. Portable Executable (PE) File

In Microsoft’s Windows Operating System, a portable ex-
ecutable (PE) file is an object file that contains .exe (exe-
cutable), .dll (dynamic link library), and .sys (system file)
as extensions. It consists of several pieces of information in
categories [60]. The highlight of some of them is as follows:

• File Header. It is the first container of a PE file. It contains
several pieces of important information, such as the type
of target machine, the number of PE sections, the date
time stamp of the file’s creation, an unsigned integer
to identify the state of the file (e.g., 0x10B is for an
executable file), the size of the code section, the address
of entry point, the size of the initialized and uninitialized
data section, the subsystem value to indicate the Windows
subsystem is needed, etc.

• Section Table. A section table entry consists of “name”
(which is 8-byte long), “virtual size” (a value indicating
the section’s size when loaded into memory), “virtual
address” (an address value of the section’s first byte
when loaded into memory), “size of row data” (a value
indicating the size of initialized data on disk), etc. The
most common section names include but are not limited
to “text” - the executable code of the program; “data” -
the initialized data; “bss” - the uninitialized data; “rdata”
- read-only initialized data, “edata” - the export tables;
“idata” - the import tables, and ”reloc” - relocation
information.

• Import Address Table. It provides two important pieces
of information: “import libraries” that the PE file will
be using in terms of “dll”, and for each import li-
brary, it also lists the “function names.” For exam-
ple, “47363b94cee907e2b8926c1be61150c7” is a ran-
somware sample from the Cryptowall family. It is bound
to dbghelp.dll, KERNEL32.dll, COMDLG32.dll, AD-
VAPI32.dll, USER32.dll, and COMCTL32.dll import
libraries. Additionally, we can also extract the “Ap-
pendMenuA”, “CallWindowProcA”, “CharLowerBuffA”,

“CharUpperA”, etc. functions that are required from the
“USER32.dll” import library.

• Export Address Table. It contains the public names of
functions and values that other PE files can import.

• Resources Directory Table. The structure of the resource
is tree-like. It informs us of its type, e.g., manifest, icon,
etc. The vital information we gather from this table is
the language used. For example, we can extract such in-
formation during the inspection of a “Petya” ransomware
family’s sample and check whether it has any Russian
language presence.

B. Static Analysis

Static analysis is an important technique that enables se-
curity researchers to investigate ransomware, or malware in
general, without execution. To understand the capabilities of
a target file, we extract its structural information for analysis.
For example, examining PE metadata as features of all the col-
lected ransomware samples is crucial for malware researchers
to know how it was written by malware author(s). Performing
static analysis of a PE file does not require kernel-level
privilege or a virtual machine as opposed to dynamic analysis
[17]. Additionally, we take note that ransomware authors
write their samples in a way that checks the environment;
for example, it is common to notice that a piece of malware
will not be executing itself if it senses being run in a virtual
environment [23], [39], [50]. Therefore, we are motivated to
carry out static analysis tasks.

C. Binary Classification

In the field of Machine Learning, binary classification
involves learning from instances of two distinct classes and
then, given an instance, predicting the class it belongs to.
With this learning approach, we attempt to distinguish two
different entities. For example, the algorithms equipped to
execute binary classification tasks help us identify a spam
email [32], a specific disease of a patient [15], a malicious
software [19], etc. We discuss the following algorithms to
understand their details better as we have used them in our
research project.

1) Support Vector Classification: Support Vector Machine
(SVM), a memory-efficient algorithm, can be used for classifi-
cation, regression, and outlier detection. It is effective when the
number of instances is less than the number of features [45].
The algorithm can be configured with several kernel functions
for the decision process, such as Linear, Polynomial, Radial
Basis Function (RBF), and Sigmoid [1]. Our experiments
find satisfactory results for “RBF” and “Polynomial” decision
functions.

2) Decision Tree: Decision tree, a robust algorithm, is
heavily used for classification and regression [8], [61]. It
scans the data features to formulate decision rules to pre-
dict the class by incorporating Iterative Dichotomies 3 (ID3)
algorithm, Successor of ID3 (C4.5) algorithm, Classification
and Regression Tree (CART) algorithm, etc [10]. We used
an optimized version of the CART algorithm implemented
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in the scikit-learn software [44]. Additionally, we select the
Information Gain metric for tree segmentation [11].

3) Random Forest: A random forest classifier, an ensemble
learning method, is a meta estimator that combines a forest of
randomized decision tree estimators to improve the robustness
[9]. It is tailored to apply Decision Tree algorithms on the
subset of the dataset to increase the decision-making accu-
racy while avoiding overfitting. Similar to the decision tree
algorithm, we can configure the classifier based on the Gini
Impurity or Information Gain [24]. In our case, we choose the
Gini method to evaluate the tree segmentation’s quality.

4) AdaBoost and Gradient Boosting: Similar to the Ran-
dom Forest classifier, we employ AdaBoost and Gradient
Boosting classifiers, also examples of ensemble learning meth-
ods. AdaBoost, a powerful boosting algorithm, operates on a
weighted voting mechanism of a sequence of weak learners
for the prediction purpose [20]. It is used for classification
and regression tasks [16], [27]. Gradient Boosting classifier
operates on gradient-boosted decision tree algorithms, which
offer a generalization of boosting to differentiable loss func-
tions [21], [22]. We select the learning rate of the classifier as
1 to shrink the contribution of each tree.

III. RELATED WORK

This section discusses the work reported by other re-
searchers in this field.

A. State-of-the-Art Research Work

Static analysis is widely used to detect malicious software
[36], [52]. Additionally, using off-the-shelf machine learn-
ing techniques led to exceptional success for academic and
industry-based security researchers [5], [6], [28]–[30], [33],
[35], [38], [41]. Investigation of static features to detect
ransomware has been well studied for both mobile devices
[4], [12], [14], [18], [31], [34], [56] (especially for Android
OS) and Windows-based platforms [43], [51], [63], [64].

Similar to our work, which is focused on cryptographic
ransomware built to target the Windows Operating System
environment, all the cited research projects achieved satisfac-
tory results from their approach to analyzing static features
of ransomware. We note that the metadata of ransomware
samples’ PE file structure is a popular mechanism for propos-
ing innovative detection schemes. We observe that security
researchers utilized the information of the import address table
to execute the statistical analysis tasks based on the frequency
of appeared items [26], [57]. The detection techniques include
Association Rule [49], and Cosine Similarity on DLLs used
[47]. Additionally, we have noticed that a few researchers
focused on a set of selective imports in their study, e.g.,
interesting DLLs/function calls [48], encryption-based calls
[63], etc. Furthermore, the Strings metadata has been sim-
ilarly used to devise impactful schemes. For example, the
researchers explored the presence of interesting strings in the
ransomware samples, such as ransom, encrypt, bitcoin, crypto,
IP addresses, etc. [43], [54].

B. Distinction from Existing Related Work

We present Table I to showcase each research paper’s
necessary details. While we focus on PE metadata feature
space for this work, a few chose OpCode and Hexcode-based
structural information to equip their machine learning models
for training and testing purposes. The reason why three papers
(e.g., [26], [49], and [54]) are listed which collected dynamic
analysis feature sets in their study, hence hybrid analysis, is
because they reported the performance of machine learning
classifiers for the extracted static features. Although we do
not construct a deep learning network to learn the underlying
patterns between ransomware and benign application, unlike
[63], we notice that random forest and ensemble learning
methods, generally, were applied in other mentioned work like
ours. That said, we reduced the dimension of our feature space
with Principal Component Analysis (PCA), whereas others did
not mention using such a technique in their work. On the
other hand, Yara is a pattern-matching tool developed and
maintained by VirusTotal and is heavily used by malware
researchers [62]. In our previous work [7], we created a couple
of Yara-based scripts to identify whether or not a ransomware
sample is packed and/or uses crypto libraries. As an extension,
in this paper, we contribute by proposing a ransomware detec-
tion technique through Static Analysis based on PE metadata.
Notably, we evaluate the built machine learning classifiers’
performance with many more ransomware variants than others.
Additionally, we identify similarities among ransomware (our
prior work) and explore how many similarities we can capture
from the ransomware samples collected in a calendar year (our
current work). This task aims to investigate the similarities of
a novel ransomware variant from other reported samples to
understand its capabilities.

IV. METHODOLOGY

This section provides a detailed description of our experi-
mental methodology to address the research questions.

A. Dataset Construction

The initial phase of our experiments was to construct the
dataset, including both ransomware and benign applications.
In [7], we collected 727 active ransomware samples. Including
them, we gather additional ransomware PE data from Sophos-
ReversingLabs 20 Million (SOREL-20M) dataset [25]. The
repository extracted various disarmed malware samples’ fea-
tures and metadata. The types of malware samples include
adware, flooder, ransomware, crypto-miner, file infector, in-
staller, spyware, etc., from which we obtained several packed
ransomware samples collected between 2018 and 2020. With
that, we accumulate 2,436 ransomware samples’ PE metadata
in total. We double-check with VirusTotal by providing the
hashes of each sample to confirm that they are ransomware
samples. To accomplish this task, we write a Python script to
utilize VirusTotal API v3 Engine [59], which lets us scan the
hash of each sample. In return, it sends back a detailed report
of the sample with over 70 antivirus scanners’ evaluation on
whether or not it is labeled as malicious or safe.
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TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION OF RANSOMWARE DETECTION APPROACHES ON WINDOWS PLATFORM THROUGH STATIC ANALYSIS

Research Published Hybrid Samples’ Count Features Technique
Paper Year Analysis Ransomware Benign PE Metadata OpCode Hexcode ML DL Yara
Medhat et al. [43] 2018 – 793 878 ✓ – – – – ✓
Zhang et al. [63] 2020 – 1,521 92 – ✓ – – ✓ –
Zhang et al. [64] 2019 – 1,787 100 – ✓ – ✓ – –
Reddy et al. [51] 2021 – 113 162 – – ✓ ✓ – –
Hasan et al. [26] 2017 ✓ 360 460 ✓ – – ✓ – –
Subedi et al. [57] 2018 – 211 239 ✓ – – ✓ – –
Poudyal et al. [49] 2018 – 178 178 ✓ – – ✓ – –
Poudyal et al. [47] 2018 ✓ 550 540 ✓ ✓ – ✓ – –
Poudyal et al. [48] 2019 – 292 292 ✓ ✓ – ✓ – –
Shaukat et al. [54] 2018 ✓ 579 442 ✓ – – ✓ – –
Our Prior Work [7] 2021 – 727 – ✓ – – ✓ – ✓
Our Current Work 2023 – 2,436 3,034 ✓ – – ✓ – –

In addition to collecting the ransomware dataset from the
SOREL-20M repository, we randomly picked benign applica-
tions’ metadata for the binary classification tasks. We include
a list of cloud-based backup and file-compressing software as
such applications interact heavily with the file system. Overall,
we store 3,014 benign applications’ PE metadata. We build a
PE metadata extraction engine to process the dataset using
Python 3 programming language.

Data Storing Method. We group all the pieces of PE metadata
information into the following categories, which can be treated
as a tabular format of a relational database.

• Sample Info: MD5, Sample Size, Collected Year, and Is
Malicious.

• File Generic Info: MD5, SHA1, SHA256, First Seen by
Virus Total, Mime Type, File Type, PE File, and File
Type Extension.

• Library Imports: MD5 and Library Names.
• Function Name Imports: MD5 and Function Names.
• Sections: MD5, Section Name, Raw Size, Virtual Size,

and Entropy.
• PE Info: MD5, Subsystem, Subsystem Version, Machine

Type, Time Stamp, Code Size, Initialized and Uninitial-
ized Data Size, OS Version, Magic, and PE Entry Point.

• VirusTotal Info: MD5, Scan ID, Total Scan Engines, and
Number of Positives.

We hope other field researchers can benefit from our
dataset’s structured formation.

B. Experiment Setup

After constructing a dataset for ransomware samples and
binary applications, we set up the experiments to address the
research questions (as illustrated in fig. 1).

Methodology to Address RQ1: Similarity Analysis. To find
the similarity among the ransomware samples from the same
calendar year, we query our constructed dataset to generate a
count. To further explain, we notice that we have the following
number of ransomware samples per calendar year:

• 2017 (and past) – 14 DLLs and 820 EXEs (total: 834).

SOREL-20M
& VirusTotal
Repository

(PE Metadata)

3,014 Benign
Applications

2,436
Ransomware
Samples

Similarity
Analysis using
Cosine Index

RQ1

RQ2

Binary Classification
using Supervised
ML Classifiers

Do ransomware samples caught in 
the wild in a calendar year share 
similar structural information?

Can we discover PE file
metadata-based dissimilarities 

between ransomware samples and 
benign applications?

Fig. 1. Experimental methodology of detecting cryptographic ransomware
through static analysis and identifying similarities among them.

• 2018 – 114 DLLs and 592 EXEs (total: 606).
• 2019 – 26 DLLs and 404 EXEs (total: 430).
• 2020 – 90 DLLs and 352 EXEs (total: 442).
• 2021 – 3 DLLs and 21 EXEs (total: 24).
With ransomware distribution between 2017 and 2021, we

explore the feature sets and perform a frequency-based empir-
ical case study. We highlight the following characteristics:

• The sample size has increased over the years. For exam-
ple, the median value was 208.9 KB in 2017, but it has
climbed up to 3764.224 KB because of presumably using
RaaS (Ransomware-as-a-Service) kit.

• The uninitialized code size has been mostly 0 throughout
the years.

• The maximum number of unique libraries used has de-
creased. Due to the use of packing libraries, the maximum
number was 22 in 2017; however, it went down each year.
In 2021, the number became 8.

• The maximum number of unique functions used has
decreased. Again, because of being packed, it was 787
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Fig. 2. Visualization of different feature spaces after applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

in 2017 but dropped to 165 in 2021.
• Although the median value is 80.28% for successful

malware detection by VirusTotal, the minimum value over
five years is alarming (28.79%).

• Ransomware samples tend to include a significantly fewer
number of exports.

In [7], we obtained suspicious indicators from the “Imports”
and “Function Names” feature spaces. Thus, we selected them
to examine the similarity of all the ransomware samples
yearly. To achieve this task, we choose the Cosine Index to
generate the similarity index. Given x and y as row vectors,
it computes their L2 normalized dot product based on the
following equation [53].

Cosine Index =
xyT

||x||||y||

This mechanism is a popular choice when comparing the
similarity between documents [37], [58]. In our case, we have
a list of items (e.g., import names and function names) for each
ransomware sample, and then, based on that, we compute its
cosine similarity with all other samples found in the same year.

Methodology to Address RQ2: Binary Classification. We per-
form binary classification tasks to discover the structural
dissimilarities between ransomware and benign applications.
As we explore similarities among ransomware samples based
on imports and function names, we carry forward the same
feature spaces to investigate if supervised machine learning
algorithms can learn the underlying pattern. We select Support
Vector, Decision Tree, Random Forest, AdaBoost, and Gradi-
ent Boosting classifiers to achieve this task. We administer
four different experimental settings to evaluate the mentioned
algorithms. We describe them as follows:

• Imports. We select the “imports” feature space for our
first experiment setting. We obtain 2,576 unique numbers
of imports for all the ransomware samples and benign
applications. Then, we create a sparse matrix of 5,450
rows (ransomware and benign applications) and 2,577

columns (imports and target class). We apply Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [2] to reduce the size of
columns into two by capturing 23% of information.

• Function Names. Similar to the first experimental setting,
we choose the “function names” feature space for our
second one. For this case, we gather 105,546 unique
numbers of function names. Similarly, after creating the
sparse matrix, we utilize PCA while capturing 13% of
information of the entire matrix dataset.

• Imports and Function Names Combined. We combine
both “import” and “function names” feature spaces for
our third experimental setting. The size of the sparse
matrix becomes 5,450 rows and 108,123 columns. Then,
applying PCA similarly gives us 13% of information
capture.

• Numeric Feature Set. The last experiment focuses on
the numeric feature set that helps us detect ransomware.
For every ransomware sample and benign application,
we compute “imports’ count”, “function names’ count”,
“section names’ count”, “sample size”, “Code Size”,
“Initialized Data Size”, “Uninitialized Data Size”, and
“Resource Languages w/ PCA”. We have not applied
PCA after processing the dataset.

We utilize Scikit Learn [44], a machine learning package,
to apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the high
dimensional feature space of the processed dataset. Now, we
present fig. 2 to show the distribution of ransomware samples
and benign applications’ feature spaces for experiments 1,
2, and 3. The visualization motivates us to select tree-based
supervised learning algorithms because linearly separating two
classes’ data points does not appear feasible.

V. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

This section reports the findings from all the experiments.

A. Answer to RQ1: Do ransomware samples caught in the
wild in a calendar year share similar structural information?

As mentioned in the previous section, we utilize the “Cosine
Index” to examine the similarity among the ransomware
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF A SUITE OF MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS FOR BINARY CLASSIFICATION TASK ON DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

Imports (Experiment 1) Function Names (Experiment 2) Imports & Function Names (Experiment 3) Numeric Features (Experiment 4)
Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Accuracy Precision Recall F1
SVC (rbf) 0.6917 0.6953 0.7009 0.6902 0.7022 0.7372 0.6556 0.6509 0.7063 0.7346 0.662 0.6596 0.6207 0.3104 0.5 0.383
SVC (poly) 0.6416 0.7112 0.6813 0.6369 0.5861 0.293 0.5 0.3695 0.6323 0.7703 0.5574 0.4877 0.6207 0.3104 0.5 0.383
Decision Tree 0.8179 0.8136 0.8171 0.8136 0.8712 0.8682 0.8669 0.8669 0.8667 0.8631 0.8632 0.8625 0.8911 0.8846 0.8845 0.8839
Random Forest 0.8286 0.824 0.8261 0.824 0.8839 0.8825 0.8781 0.8795 0.8839 0.8828 0.8777 0.8793 0.9175 0.9199 0.9047 0.9105
AdaBoost 0.7721 0.7662 0.7608 0.7628 0.8337 0.8343 0.8215 0.8249 0.8281 0.8333 0.8111 0.8165 0.8601 0.8561 0.8457 0.8489
Gradient Boosting 0.8179 0.8125 0.8151 0.8132 0.8622 0.8595 0.856 0.8571 0.8644 0.862 0.858 0.8592 0.9132 0.9107 0.9049 0.9069

samples collected yearly from 2017 to 2021. We compute the
cosine index similarity, using Scikit Learn [44], of particular
ransomware sample against all the samples caught in the same
year. Then, we take the median value of the cosine index for
that sample. For example, we possess 24 ransomware samples
for 2021. We compare the similarity of each sample against
the rest of the 23 samples. With this, we generate an array of
cosine index values for each sample and evaluate its median
result. This way, we compute all the samples’ cosine index
values yearly. Lastly, we calculate four statistical metrics from
the list of samples’ cosine values: minimum, median, mean,
and maximum. We report the findings in Table III for two
feature spaces: Imports and Function Names.

TABLE III
COSINE INDEX SIMILARITY OF RANSOMWARE SAMPLES PER CALENDAR

YEAR BASED ON IMPORTS AND FUNCTION NAMES

Imports Function Names
Year min median mean max min median mean max
2017 0.095 0.71 0.595 1.0 0.014 0.66 0.55 1.0
2018 0.12 0.76 0.63 1.0 0.019 0.75 0.59 1.0
2019 0.295 0.47 0.55 1.0 0.068 0.35 0.48 1.0
2020 0.34 0.77 0.73 1.0 0.34 0.823 0.77 1.0
2021 0.267 0.878 0.795 1.0 0.08 0.8 0.73 1.0

Apart from the samples collected in 2019, we observe
that the cosine index similarity of ransomware samples per
calendar year based on the median metric is between 71% and
87.80% for the imports feature space while 66% and 82.30%
for the function names feature space. The median value for
2019 is below 50% for both feature spaces, indicating weak
similarity among the samples we gathered in our study for the
year mentioned.

B. Answer to RQ2: Can we discover PE file metadata-based
dissimilarities between ransomware samples and benign ap-
plications?

As mentioned in the previous section, we design four
experimental settings based on the selected feature spaces
to discover the structural dissimilarities between our studied
ransomware samples and benign applications. We accomplish
this task by choosing two different kernels of Support Vec-
tor Classifier: RBF and Polynomial, Decision Tree, Random
Forest, AdaBoost, and Gradient Boosting. Scikit Learn [44]
was used to apply and configure the algorithms based on the
parameters discussed in Section 2. The evaluation of classifiers
is performed in terms of:

• Accuracy. This metric describes the correct prediction of
a given classifier.

• Precision. It is the ratio of the true positive records to all
positively labeled instances.

Precision =
True Positive

True Positive + False Positive
• Recall. It is the ratio of the true positive instances to all

instances that should have been labelled positive.

Recall =
True Positive

True Positive + False Negative

• F1 Score. This metric is the harmonic mean of precision
and recall.

F1 Score = 2× Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

We report the performance of all the classifiers for the
mentioned experiments in a tabular format (see Table II). It
is noted that we perform 5-fold cross-validation for all cases,
and the documented scores for all the metrics are their mean
values. We observe that the Random Forest classifier has
outperformed others for every designed experiment. Among
experiments 1, 2, and 3, Random Forest achieves the best
performance for experiment 3, that is 88.39% of Accuracy,
88.28% of Precision, 87.77% of Recall, and 87.93% of F1
Score. However, we notice that it performs even better for
experiment 4, where accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 scores
are 91.75%, 91.99%, 90.47%, and 91.05%, respectively.

It is important to mention that all the ensemble learning
methods and Decision Tree have produced satisfactory results.
In other words, accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 scores are
in the high 80s for experiment 3 while in the low 90s for
experiment 4.

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our research aims to find the similarities among
the studied samples collected per calendar year. How-
ever, it is noted that multiple samples can be part of
a particular ransomware family. For example, the sam-
ples (MD5 hash) “db349b97c37d22f5ea1d1841e3c89eb4” and
“41b5ba4bf74e65845fa8c9861ca34508” belong to the same
ransomware family, named WannaCry. That said, we will ven-
ture to locate similarities of samples per ransomware family in
a similar mechanism. The inclusion of Strings, OpCode, and
Hexcode feature sets is also left for future work in this space.

It is essential to mention that both malicious and benign
applications are found to be packed in the real world, which
affects extracting the static features of such files [3], [40]. To
address this concern, we include many packed ransomware
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samples in our study from the SOREL-20 repository. However,
in future work, we intend to evaluate the efficiency of the
applied machine learning classifiers only with the packed and
encrypted ransomware samples. As the learning capabilities
of deep learning networks are exceptional, constructing such
a network will achieve better performance. We leave exploring
this task as our future work.

However, we encourage organizations to use the 3-2-1 rule
to stay safe regardless of the detection schemes they install in
their environment. The rule involves keeping three backups
of their data: 2 on different storage types and one offsite.
Additionally, organizations can leverage cyber insurance to
salvage the financial loss incurred by a ransomware attack. To
contribute to the cyber defense community, we have published
our implementation, along with the generated feature sets, on
GitHub1 under the MIT license.

VII. CONCLUSION

This static analysis approach, named “Static-RWArmor,”
is focused on detecting cryptographic Windows ransomware
and is proposed based on machine learning. Additionally,
we document the structural similarities observed among the
ransomware samples collected between 2017 and 2021. In
total, we obtain PE metadata from 2,436 ransomware samples
(on which 247 DLLs and 2,189 EXEs) from SOREL-20M,
VirusTotal, and [7]. We choose the cosine index to identify
similarities in the Imports and Function Names feature space.
We find 2021 ransomware samples to be 87.8% (median)
similar for the Import feature space while 82.3% (median)
similar for the Function Names feature space in 2020. In
addition to reporting the Cosine Index’s performance, we
conduct a case study on all the ransomware samples to explore
their characteristics (highlighted in Section IV(B)).

We employ several powerful machine learning algorithms
to distinguish all the collected ransomware and 3,014 benign
applications based on the PE metadata. The built classifiers,
including Support Vector, Decision Tree, Random Forest,
AdaBoost, and Gradient Boosting, achieve satisfactory results
for all the designed experimental settings. We notice that Ran-
dom Forest outperforms the other classifiers; however, other
ensemble methods’ performance, along with Decision Tree,
is quite close. Nevertheless, regarding accuracy, precision,
recall, and F1 scores, the Random Forest classifier is notably
shown to reach the high 80s for Import and Function Names
combined as feature space while low 90s for the numeric
PE metadata features. Our research work is not free from
limitations. We address them in Section VI and hope to carry
out the listed tasks as future work for further improvements.
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